IFPM3
Feedback
What is your best memory of the IFPM3?

Votes

Great organization

13

How lovely you designed the gathertown landscape! (there is even a tent
in the forest...)

5

3 Minute Thesis Competition

5

Meeting friends in gathertown

3

Discussing interesting topic with other colleagues which is very excited

3

Gathertown really seems to work quite well, particularly for guys
comfortable with older computer games, like GTA.

2

Freiburg Team set a NEW standard for virtual meetings including 3min
Phd presentations and gathering spaces - so cool - a big THANK YOU :-)

1

Freiburg team organized a great event and approached it creatively

0

One (1) best memory only? Difficult .... Thank you!

0

High quality paper presentations, interesting discussions

0

What could have been improved or done differently?

Votes
6

A bit more time to breathe, as listening to presentations over zoom is
more taxing than at a live event... --> Three days?

3

some more time to discuss and meet in gathertown

2

The chat was used quite often to give further comments, point to papers
etc, but not sure whether all this can still be accessed afterwards?

2

all the possibilities for online interaction like for example writing feedback
here requires time, so maybe breaks need to be longer?

2

Certainly more time between sections and lunch break. I agree with
previous point that zoom requires more concetration

1

Ideas for the next conference

Votes

Maybe a three day event as there had been many great papers and more
roundtables mixed with paper sessions would me nice?

4

include diverse formats such as roundtables, BOS etc. in oder to
encourage participation and discussions

2

combine the virtual with the non-virtual as scholars from outside Europe
or in difficult economic situations could also participate

2

let's find a way to celebrate together! relax and get to know each other's
jokes (good or bad)

1

Agree with a longer, 3 day event! In addition academic benefits, this
rhymes well with more benefit per emitted carbon.

1

